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PREFACE JACCO VAN DER WEKKEN

Delphy | ISFC
Investing in knowledge

The soft fruit sector is a knowledge-intensive sector. Beautiful,
high-quality products are realized with the correct application of
knowledge. Knowledge is absolutely necessary in order to be able
to meet social requirements such as environmental factors and
spatial planning.
Not being able to organize the Strawberry Day and the Interna-

V FOTO DELPHY

tional Soft Fruit Conference does not hinder Delphy from continuing to develop and apply knowledge. Delphy Digital invests in
data-driven cultivation and accelerates the development of digital
tools, such as QMS Softfruit. Data is used in such a way that the
cultivation can be continuously adjusted and optimized.
Delphy is currently implementing a new high-tech innovation
centre for soft fruit in Horst, as an international hotspot for the
soft fruit sector. This represents a significant boost to the development of knowledge for entrepreneurs in this sector.
One of the driving forces behind the creation of this new Delphy
soft fruit research center was our colleague Willem van Eldik. On
April 19, 2020 came the unimaginable news of Willem's death. A
striking man has passed away. We cherish many fond memories
of Willem.
Our colleague Ad van Laarhoven has been one of the driving
forces within Delphy Soft Fruit for 25 years. As manager of Team

The soft fruit sector is a knowledge-intensive sector.
Beautiful, high-quality products are realized with
the correct application of knowledge. Knowledge is
absolutely necessary in order to be able to meet social
requirements such as environmental factors and
spatial planning.

Softfruit, he has built a fantastic team with a corresponding
market position over the past 25 years. We greatly appreciate
what Ad and his team have achieved, both for Delphy and for the
sector. We thank Ad for his efforts and contribution over the past
25 years!
In 2020 there was another anniversary within Team Soft Fruit:
Paul van Elmpt had been working at Delphy for 12,5 years. We
would like to thank Paul for the extremely expert and committed
way in which he uses his knowledge for the sector.
A dynamic sector presents many challenges. As Delphy, we will
keep you regularly informed of knowledge developed and new
initiatives in the coming year. We will update you in this online
magazine. We hope to meet you regularly in 2021, both online
and physically.
Jacco van der Wekken,
CEO Delphy
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New international hotspot
for the soft fruit sector
under construction!
V BY: BART JONGENELEN, RESEARCHER STRAWBERRIES AND SOFT FRUIT, MANAGER DELPHY ISFC
- E B.JONGENELEN@DELPH.NL

BERRY BRILLIANT
In Horst, Delphy is building a research location for soft fruit on the terrain of Berry Briljant. Berry Briljant stands for
the social, promotion, education and innovation of soft fruit. Delphy fills in the pillar ‘knowledge development and
innovation’. Delphy invests in its own research locations to enable knowledge development. Examples include
the Delphy Improvement Centre in Bleiswijk and Delphy Research Nursery Tree Cultivation and Perennial Plant
Cultivation in Boskoop, The Netherlands.

THE ORIGIN BERRY PLAZA
Delphy started Berry Plaza in 2012 as a platform for practical research in strawberry. A link between knowledge and
practice, where the language of the grower is spoken. Three and a half years ago, Berry Plaza was revived. Over the
last two and a half years, research has grown exponentially, both in scope and content. Research into learning how
to grow new varieties, optimization of everbearers, implementation of new innovations and much more.
Over the past year, we have been actively communicating about our research and that of our clients, including
organizing Berry Plaza events and other highlights for the sector. The Berry Plaza events are typical knowledge
days, where more is told about the background, the status of the trials and the new knowledge gained. The
very first event was fully booked within two weeks. This last event, in September 2020, was even attended by
more than 100 people (corona proof) during corona time. The audience consisted mainly of growers and plant
breeders from the Netherlands and Germany; an international audience.

FROM BERRY PLAZA TO DELPHY ISFC
Berry Plaza is located at Lemmen Strawberries. The dedication and enthusiasm of Peter Lemmen and Liesbeth
Beijes has been extremely important to the success of Berry Plaza. We are very grateful to Peter and Liesbeth for the
pleasant cooperation. At the moment there are still trials at Berry Plaza. The cultivation ends in early June. In 2021,
no new crops will be planted at Berry Plaza. This means that the activities of Berry Plaza will stop in June 2021.
The soft fruit research continues under the name Delphy ISFC, which stands for “Innovative Soft Fruit Centre”.
At the Delphy ISFC in Horst, 3,000 m2 of high-tech greenhouse is being built, with a post height of 6 meters. A
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total of 2,000 m2 of racks and rain hoods will be built and more

as blueberries, blackberries and raspberries. There is a knowledge

than 1,000 m2 of cultivation field for strawberry and other soft fruit.

gap here compared to strawberry. Why should we not be able to

The location will be fully operational from June. The first tests on

achieve 20-25% more production in for example blackberry and

the racks will be started from mid-March. The Strawberry Day and

raspberry? Purely by optimizing the cultivation and further develop-

International Soft Fruit Conference in the Brabanthallen have been

ment of new varieties.

moved to June 29 and 30, 2021. The new location will be officially
opened on the field trip on July 1, 2021.

ORGANISATION DELPHY ISFC
For Delphy ISFC we found an experienced manager in Adrie

Delphy ISFC is the new hotspot of the international soft fruit sector.

Biemans. Adrie has a lot of experience in the cultivation of straw-

A location that functions as a breeding ground for knowledge and

berries and other soft fruit crops and will organize the cultivation

innovation in soft fruit and also as the ‘living room’ of the sector. To

and other daily affairs. Gondy Heijerman and Vera Theelen are

achieve this, knowledge development and knowledge dissemina-

the researchers at the location. Bart Jongenelen is responsible for

tion on an international scale is brought together in one location in

managing Delphy ISFC.

a unique way. Unique because of the collaboration with partners,
the knowledge days and other initiatives where research results are

BECOME PARTNERS OF DELPHY ISFC

explained and shared.

Companies can become a partner of the Delphy ISFC. Partners
invest with a financial contribution in the development of knowl-

SOFT FRUIT RESEARCH

edge and innovation. This is partly used for umbrella projects, of

We will continue the Berry Plaza line in 2021 at our own location,

which the sector is of great importance. In addition, this financial

Delphy ISFC. Research in other soft fruits such as blueberries, black-

contribution can partly be used for your own knowledge questions,

berries and raspberries will be integrated. We will also add high-tech

consultancy, lectures or training. Our partners have the opportu-

research. Think of cultivation under LED lighting, cultivation with as

nity to visit the Delphy ISFC with their clients and gain exposure as

little input from fossil fuels as possible and the development of new

innovators of the sector.

cultivation strategies. Knowledge and innovation that are necessary
to stay ahead and to guarantee yield from crops.

COMMUNICATION

Variety research is an important pillar of the research program. In

The existing communication activities such as the International

these trials, varieties are not compared with each other, but the

Soft Fruit Conference and Blue Berry Conference will of course

focus is on crop optimization. How do you get the most out of a

be continued. From 2022 onwards, we will organize an annual

new variety? After all, you have to learn how to grow new varie-

open day at the location in June. A field trip will then take place

ties! Which cultivation strategies does a variety fit into and which

to innovative companies, growers and plant breeders. The Berry

plant type does it belong to? These are relevant questions when

Plaza meetings are followed by Delphy ISFC events. These knowl-

you want to get the most out of a variety. Until now, the focus was

edge events can be visited by customers and partners of Delphy

mainly on strawberry. We will expand this to other soft fruits, such

Soft Fruit.

THE FACES OF THE RESEARCH LOCATION

Adrie Biemans
Cultivation coordinator
E a.biemans@delphy.nl

Bart Jongenelen
Manager Delphy ISFC
E b.jongenelen@delphy.nl

Gondy Heijerman
Research Soft Fruit
E g.heijerman@delphy.nl

Vera Theelen
Research Strawberries
E v.theelen@delphy.nl
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Deployment of drones for
blueberries: translation of
camera images into task cards
Determining individual growth
strength with a camera and drone

The fact that this is possible offers possi-

machine can automatically apply the

bilities for tracing weakly growing or

required amount of white peat per

Last season, Delphy, together with Aurea

diseased plants, for example. On this

plant. The new application of white

Imaging, investigated a practical plot

basis, these individual plants can be

peat in an existing plantation is now

of blueberries which data cameras can

searched for to find out the cause of the

display with a drone. Various cameras

stunted growth and then take measures.

have been used and the images have

More uniformity in the crop leads to a

plant in view and it is linked to the

been extensively analyzed. On the basis of

better yield.

sprayer, the crop protection can be

this it has shown that with blueberries it is

done on the basis of a human estimate.
2.

When a task card has the size of the

applied more precisely. In places

possible to determine the growth strength

Practical applications

where a shrub is smaller, the top caps

per individual bush and to divide it into

With this new knowledge we will continue

do not have to release any agent

different growth classes. The size of the

to develop practical applications. Next

and thus can save agents that makes

plant related to the growth strength based

season will start with two options:

the cultivation more sustainable and

on the growth of the 1-year-old wood was

1.

saves costs.

the indicator for this.

When a task card per plant contains
the plant need for new white peat, a

If you are interested in these
developments, please send
an email to Gondy Heijerman,
researcher small fruit Delphy,
g.heijerman@delphy.nl
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Green crop protection future for
red strawberries
V HARRIE PIJNENBURG, SPECIALIST CROP PROTECTION DELPHY TEAM STRAWBERRIES

Taking steps

diseases such as Sonsation and Limalexia

soon as the harvest starts, more and more

In recent years, companies have taken

ensure considerably less use of Phytoph-

often only products of natural origin are

major steps towards more ‘green’

thora products. The English demand

chosen, in other words green products

resources. The reasons are very diverse:

for the Malling Centenary variety is met

without residue.

forced by the buyer, the desire from

with resistance because of its very high

certification or the grower's urge for more

susceptibility to these root diseases. With

Decisions are increasing

sustainability. But all of this ensures that all

the everbearers, a crop that continues to

The availability of ‘green resources’ has

kinds of strategies are used on the way to

expand slightly, a great diversity in disease

increased in recent years. There are some

a largely green future.

susceptibility can be seen. A strong Favori

main groups:

that seems insensitive to soil diseases and

Multiple strategies

very little susceptible to rot and mildew,

The switch from less and less arable soil

but also all kinds of new varieties that are

crops to protected crops such as glass,

distinctive in all kinds of properties, but

tunnels and scaffolding makes a major

that are often sensitive to mildew.

• Products of natural origin against

tion agents in strawberry cultivation.

Treatment strategies are adjusted to

• Products of natural origin for the

Especially when this is expressed per kilo

meet guidelines for maximum number

of strawberry. The main problem Botrytis

of residues on the product or maximum

is thus significantly reduced. Unfortu-

amount of active substance per ha. Block

Let's work this out. Various products of the

nately, the mildew pressure increases

spraying is increasingly being used to

first group of growth promoters are on the

later in the year.

prevent resistance: administering a limited

market that make the plant more resilient

number of agents several times in a

through fertilization of soil or substrate.

A switch to other varieties also makes

short time consecutively and then using

An adapted fertilization strategy is part of

a contribution. Strong varieties for root

another group of substances later. As

this, but let me limit myself to permitted

contribution to less use of crop protec-

• Growth promoters / plant enhancers.
Provide a stronger plant, less sensitive
to stress or soil diseases or leaf fungi.
insects.
prevention / control of fungi.
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crop protection products. The soil fungus
Trichoderma protects the plant, helps the

• Caterpillar: Bacillus thuringiensis
(XenTari, Dupel, Costar, Tracer (residue)

plant to absorb nutrients and kills harmful

• Spider mite: ERII, Eradicoat Max,

fungi in the soil. (including Trianum). The

Flipper, Requiem prime, Siltac

• Fruit rot/Botrytis: Botector, Prestop 4B
(Gliocladium catenulatum), Romeo,
Serenade, Taegro, Serifel

immersion treatment, watering treatment

• Trips: Botanigard, BIO1020 or MET52,

Regardless of the choice for various

or soil treatment with Bacillus amylolique-

Requiem prime, Oikos, Flipper, Siltac,

diseases and pests, some corrective

Tracer (residue)

means are still needed. But with a stra-

faciens makes the plant more resistant to
stress and drought and helps the plant to
absorb nutrients (Serenade agent).

• Whitefly: Agricolle, Botanigard, ERII,

tegic use of natural enemies, combining

Eradicoat Max, Flipper, Oikos, Requiem

products of natural origin with cultivation

prime, Siltac

measures, the use of chemical agents can

There are various products that have a

be significantly reduced.

direct or indirect killing effect on insects,

There are also a number of green prod-

originating from the biological sector.

ucts available to control fungi, but do

Success with the cultivation of a beautiful

In fact, there are now a striking number,

not underestimate the importance of

red strawberry with the help of all kinds of

in addition to various natural enemies

cultivation measures, because they can

‘green’ measures.

that do well under cover. Traps with

also significantly influence the suscepti-

pheromones or glue plates can also

bility to Phytophthora, Botrytis or mildew.

limit/control a pest. However, there

A range of authorized substances is

are comments to be made with each

mentioned below:

approach. For example, the action against
young insects is limited or the action is

• Mildew: AQ10 (ampelomyces quis-

only partial, or specific conditions are

qualis), Botector (new), Fado, Karma,

desired that require repetition.

Romeo, Serenade, Sonata, Vacciplant
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Growing small fruit,
now and in the future
V GONDY HEIJERMAN, RESEARCHER SMALL FRUIT DELPHY

Increasing demand for small fruit

ignored: the crop remains dry with a lower

production growers in their decisions

The demand for small fruit has increased

risk of the development of fungal diseases

in the future. Extra eyes that give the

in recent years, consumers come across

and a lower use of crop protection agents

grower timely insight into what needs

small fruit in the supermarket all year

as well as a reduction in residue. Small fruit

to be done: think of the use of sensors

round and small fruit has a strong health

cultivation is therefore at the forefront of

with which improvements can be made

image. The quality requirements are high

their cultivation method and ‘IPM measures’.

in the cultivation based on data. Another

and all kinds of cultivation measures are

However, the installation of roofs is not

example is the use of drones. Task maps

required to achieve this. The cultivation of

permitted everywhere. Due to the various

are developed with the drone images. By

blackberries and raspberries has already

measures, the investment costs in small fruit

connecting these to machines, each indi-

largely been adapted in the Netherlands

cultivation are high, making it extra impor-

vidual plant can be treated automatically

from arable soil cultivation to substrate

tant to get the most out of the plant.

for more uniformity in the field.

Using technique to optimize your
cultivation

Challenges

quality has improved and the production
increased and can be better planned and

The basis for optimal cultivation is the

coming years.

guaranteed for retail.

quality of the plants with which produc-

cultivation in pots and is expanding
to winter cultivation. As a result, the

Covered environments can no longer be

There are still several challenges for the

tion must be realized. Technical possi-

Diseases, pests, weeds

bilities can support plant growers and

It is important to be able to continue
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to control diseases and pests and to

Labour

of the harvest performance are the most

continue to control weeds with alter-

An entirely different aspect is the availa-

important criteria. For a profitable cultiva-

natives, due to a shrinking package of

bility of the necessary labour in the very

tion of small fruit, all cultivation aspects

available resources.

labour-intensive small fruit cultivation: a

must be tuned to each other in order to

basic condition for achieving a positive

achieve high production of high quality,

operating result.

which leads to the correct pricing and a

Weather conditions
Past seasons are characterized by extreme

good operating result.

weather conditions due to early crop

Presentation and shelf life

development in the spring and late night

The presentation of the fruit in the store, a

frosts, but also the intense radiation and

longer shelf life and a better taste are also

high temperatures in the summer against

points for improvement.

which the crop must be protected.

Research remains necessary
Cultivation aspects

Research into a cultivation regime for

Cultivation aspects such as the right

new suitable varieties is needed in which

substrate, the right film over the cover, the

selection on taste and firmness of the

water quality and the fertilization schedule

fruit in combination with productivity and

must be well balanced.

susceptibility to disease and improvement
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Winter cultivation blackberry
with LED-lighting
V GONDY HEIJERMAN, RESEARCHER BERRIES

A high production of high quality has been achieved in an illuminated winter
cultivation with blackberries, where the lighting has burned 16 hours a day with
a light composition of 90% red, 5% blue and 5% white.

For two winter seasons, research has

on a 3mols/w basis, approximately 50w/

been conducted into the winter cultiva-

m² of electricity was needed to achieve

tion of blackberries in the Netherlands

the picking of the first blackberries. There

The central question was whether growers

with LED lighting. With the knowledge

was almost no natural light in the winter

can profitably grow blackberries in Dutch

gained, a winter cultivation of blackberries

of 2019-2020 and the double LED system

greenhouses during the winter months.

was started again in autumn 2019. This

provided good light distribution across the

The energy costs (2,700 burning hours at

trial was conducted at Botany in Meterik,

plants. The average room temperature

50w/m²) correspond to 135kw electricity,

with the main aim of finding out whether

was 18°C with a minimum of 14°C.

which costs (in the Netherlands) approx-

it is efficient and profitable to grow green-

on the fruit after trials were very limited.

imately € 13/m². The investment in the

house blackberries in winter. Loch Ness

The crop had a nicely controlled growth,

LEDs can be amortized over a period of

has been used as a variety, with plants

where there was indeed a difference

10 years, which amounts to approximately

supplied by three different nurseries. The

between the different origins of the plant

€ 25- € 26/m² production costs. All kinds

plants were stored at -1°C for 10 months

material. The double interlighting has

of other costs, such as the plants, food,

and were planted on October 14, 2019.

resulted in a faster development of the crop

bees and labor are added to that. Labor

The first flowers appeared after 10.000

and an earlier harvest time. Harvesting took

costs alone are estimated at approximately

growing degree hours and were pollinated

place between mid-January and the end

€ 4/plant, bringing the total cost price to

by bees and bumblebees.

of February 2020. A high total production

approximately € 50/m² or € 8.50/kg.

of almost 10 kg/m² has been realized with
The artificial light strategy is provided by

the light regime with double LED lamps in

The prices paid for blackberries produced

MTX MechaTronix. The test rows were

between. The production in the light regime

in the winter range so far from € 8/kg to

illuminated by two LED lighting combi-

with only the interlight LED was 9 kg/m².

€ 12/kg. The average is € 9/kg, which with

nations: 75 µmol top light/75 µmol

The total production of class I fruits was

a production of 8-9 kg/m² could lead to

intermediate light and 75 µmol top light

9.5 kg/m² with the double light regime and

a gross turnover of around € 70/m². It is

and two x 40 µmol intermediate light.

8.5 kg/m² with the single LED lamps. The

possible to grow high-quality blackberries

The light spectrum was 90% red, 5% blue

average fruit weight was 6 to 13% higher

with a high production in the winter with

and 5% white and the lighting had been

with the double LED lamps. Sugar content

LED lighting in the Netherlands, but price

switched on for 16 hours a day (from 6am

was normal for Loch Ness with an average

formation influences whether the cultiva-

to 10pm) since November 1. Operating

of 8.4 ° Brix for all plant origins. Red bulbs

tion is profitable.
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Ad van Laarhoven (61) is perfect for the information profession:
the native Brabander(region in the Netherlands) thinks it is great to

‘Strawberry
cultivation is the
pride of my life’
If there is anyone who knows the strawberry sector through and through, it is
Ad van Laarhoven: he experienced the
developments and the advance of cultivation up close. This month, the Strawberry
Manager is celebrating his 25th anniversary at Delphy. A great moment to look
back and to look ahead to the future.

think along about the course of companies and to support growers
in optimizing their cultivation. ‘In addition, this work offers a lot of
variety; you get everywhere. I like that dynamic.’
Yet Van Laarhoven initially did not have the ambition to work as
a horticultural consultant; he rolled in here by accident. ‘It was
always clear to me that I wanted to do something in the agricultural sector. We had a dairy and open field vegetable farm at home,
so I was brought up with a love for the sector. After completing
the secondary horticultural school in Breda, I first went to work at
home for a year, then became manager of the greenhouse vegetable department of the Proeftuin Breda. During that period I also
followed a teacher training course, which eventually led to me
teaching at the Lower Agricultural School in Barendrecht.’
During that period, Van Laarhoven received a phone call from the
NCB, the predecessor of ZLTO, whether he was interested in an
advisory position in greenhouse vegetables. He decided to take the
plunge and fulfilled this role for nearly eight years. It was here that
the Brabander first came into contact with strawberry cultivation
under glass. ‘At the time, that was still a neglected child. The cultivation yield was also far from optimal, partly because cultivation was
still in the ground, the varieties were inadequate and the farms were
often outdated. Especially elderly entrepreneurs, who still had a few
years to go, opted for strawberries under glass. There was hardly
any investment and banks were not willing either. The general belief
was therefore that strawberry cultivation under glass would not last
long; In terms of cost price, we would eventually be overtaken by
the Spaniards. It was not until the introduction of the Elsanta in the
mid-eighties that a turnaround was achieved little by little.’

INDEPENDENCE AS A GREAT GOOD
In 1994, Van Laarhoven retired from the NCB and took a different
path. He partly said goodbye to the extension trade and went to
work at Plantko, a new propagation company of strawberry plants.
Van Laarhoven was given the task of ensuring that the various
business units - cultivation, sales, planning, et cetera - ran optimally.
‘But that was not entirely my thing, the consultancy profession
continued to attract. That is why I ended up doing consultancy
work in strawberry cultivation one day a week, on behalf of a
potted soil supplier. Here I also set up a new advisory team. That's
how I stayed in ‘my’ world.’
Because Van Laarhoven wanted to work full-time again as
a consultant, he didn’t have to think long when DLV Plant
approached him for an advisory position. ‘The fact that I could be
completely independent here also attracted me to this job. I had
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gradually learned that it is not convenient to sell a product and give

siasm and drive of our advisors also play an important role.’

advice at the same time; then you are always coloured. Independ-

The takeover of DLV Plant was also an important milestone for the

ence is a great asset as a consultant; you have to be able to say

Manager Strawberry. ‘I remember that at the time, during a meeting

what you want and do your own thing. I got that opportunity at

with our director, I suggested: why not take over the company

DLV Plant.’

ourselves and continue it with the current management? I am still
proud of the fact that we succeeded.’

PATCHWORK APPROACH
Van Laarhoven started working at DLV Plant as a Specialist Straw-

CHALLENGES

berry. Initially he focused on all cultivation variants, but gradually his

According to Van Laarhoven, there are still some challenges for glass

focus shifted more and more to plant propagation and glasshouse

strawberry cultivation in the future. For example, concentration, the

cultivation. ‘In the years that I worked at DLV, later Delphy, straw-

merging of smaller business locations, is a must in his opinion to be

berry cultivation has undergone enormous development. When

able to continue to work competitively. ‘As a result, many growers

I started, we were on 100 to 125 hectares of glass strawberries

will be forced to move to greenhouse horticulture concentration

and now that is almost 450 hectares. The cultivation-technical

areas. In addition, growers will have to deal with issues in the field of

developments also followed each other in rapid succession. In

water, CO2 and energy and at the same time new techniques will

the period that I started at Delphy, there were already more and

make a further advance. Especially data-driven cultivation, artificial

more strawberry growers building new, high-tech companies. That

intelligence, will make a big difference.’

trend continued. In this way, cultivation was increasingly taken to a

The ceiling in terms of acreage has certainly not yet been reached,

higher level.’

according to Van Laarhoven. ‘Seven to eight hundred hectares of

According to Van Laarhoven, cultivation was given an extra boost

strawberries under glass should certainly be feasible within ten years.’

around 2008, because many strawberry growers bought up bankrupt vegetable companies. ‘This gave the greenhouse cultivation of
strawberries a huge boost, but also a kind of ‘patchwork structure’
was created. Many glass strawberry companies today consist of
several, smaller locations. There is great fragmentation.’

MAKING A DIFFERENCE
According to Ad, his 25-year career at Delphy had several highlights. It already started with the fact that when Van Laarhoven
started working at DLV Advies, he could choose strawberry as the
main crop. ‘I was very happy about that. This crop really appealed
to me, partly because not much was known about it at the time.
The secrets of traditional greenhouse vegetable cultivation had
already crystallized out, but at the time, people really knew very

PREPARING THE NEW GENERATION

little about strawberry. As a consultant, you could really make a

In any case, the manager himself will continue for a while. ‘Straw-

difference.’

berry cultivation is the pride of my life, I enjoy going to work

Another highlight was the fact that Van Laarhoven was appointed

every day. Especially the freedom and the trust that I get from my

team leader in 2000. He was then tasked with setting up a special-

employer and customers make the difference for me. I have built

ized strawberry advisory team. ‘In practice, this meant that the

up a very close contact with many customers. If I unexpectedly

strawberry advisors who were there at the time were put together

come later than agreed, they will immediately call me where I

and the team had to be expanded further. We succeeded: the

am. It is also great that I can do my work within a professional and

team has grown considerably over the years and now numbers

well-managed company that wants to grow and is committed to

about fourteen people: a secretary, advisers and researchers.

innovation. That Delphy is now getting its own research location

There is nothing better than working in a team: then you can share

for soft fruit is something I am very proud of.’

information and take steps forward together. I am proud that we

The coming years will also be dominated by knowledge transfer for

are able to make a significant contribution to Delphy's turnover

Van Laarhoven. ‘I want to transfer my knowledge and experience

every year and have never had a negative year. How do we get that

to the new generation. So that they can continue with this when I

done? Especially by providing a good service, ensuring that you

retire later. I also really enjoy educating young people; I get a lot of

gain and keep the trust of the customer. And of course the enthu-

energy from this!’
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On Sunday, April 19, 2020, we were shocked by the obituary
notice of our colleague Willem van Eldik. A heart attack was fatal
to him.
Willem, who turned 62 in March, was a unique person. His enthu-

In memoriam

Willem van Eldik

siasm, entrepreneurship and interaction with people were characteristic of him. You heard Willem before you saw him, he was a
lively person.
Willem's entire career was characterized by fruit. From apples and
pears to soft fruit. His knowledge of these crops was formidable,
but his network exceeded everything. Because that was what he
was par excellence, a networker. Interest for everyone, an appropriate word or an entrepreneurial action.
When Willem started at Delphy more than 10 years ago, a lot
of movement started immediately. The International Soft Fruit
Conference was Willem's calling card, where all his qualities
came together. Willem provided advice to many relations, in
the Netherlands and in many places in other parts of the world.
Anyone who has attended a presentation by Willem remembers
the colorful and full sheets that were characteristic for him.
Willem was very active. He traveled a lot, en route to clients and
meetings. Organizing, advising, presenting. His knowledge and
involvement were phenomenal.
As Delphy, we are very grateful that we were able to work with
Willem as a colleague. Willem lives on in our thoughts.
Sometimes we thought that Willem was always at work, but when
we asked further it turned out that he was also very caring for his
family. For them, too, the loss is very great.
We wish Joke, Chris, Renske with their partners and the grandchildren a lot of strength in coping with this great loss.

Delphy
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Marc van Tilburg

Strawberry consultant, digitization and data in strawberries
Marc van Tilburg is a strawberry
consultant and has only recently started
working at Delphy. He studied in Wageningen and during his Biosystems
Engineering studies mainly focused on
climate techniques, digitization and plant
physiology. Marc: ‘I want to take advantage of the opportunities that registering
data offers. I want to convince people
with green fingers that the use of data
provides added value for cultivation. My
goal is: to make difficult technical data
issues practically understandable and to
apply them in practice. I not only want to
make fun theoretical models, but above
all make them practically applicable. ‘

certain diseases before they are visible

Green digitization is closer than we think.

to the human eye. In this way you can
choose the perfect moment of control

Green (digital) fingers

and thereby minimize chemical spraying

Marc: ‘I am happy to help growers with

but make optimal use of it.’

issues related to digitization. I include
objective data in my advice and help

Green digitization

growers with it. I certainly have green

Marc: ‘For me it's all about green digiti-

fingers myself, but I also take advantage of

zation. The focus should be on the plant.

the opportunities that the applications of

By using data, decisions become more

data offer. I work closely with the devel-

objective. Sensors are our new ‘green

opments at Delphy Digital. Together with

fingers’. The aim is to achieve maximum

Barry Dorrestijn and Bram Jansen, we

production and quality with the least

provide Elianne van Esbroeck with prac-

possible use of pesticides. Or, in other

tical issues that need to be translated into

words: achieving the greatest possible

digital solutions. I am the link between

output with as little input as possible.

the daily practice of the growers and the

Growing is increasingly data-driven. The

developers of Delphy Digital. This way I

How does it work?

dot on the horizon is: growing completely

can help with the development of appli-

The strawberries and small fruit team

autonomously and making choices based

cations. I want to bring the world of green

wants to focus more on the application

on objective data. Advising at an individual

and digital together. ‘

of digitization in the sector. Marc: ‘We

plant level instead of at a department

focus on translating the plant into digital

level. ‘Given the pace of developments,’

information. We do this by translating
everything that happens in the plant into
its ‘digital twin’. This can be achieved by
placing sensors in the greenhouse and
translating the data into practical cultivation information. ‘Why is that necessary?
‘This is necessary because companies
are getting bigger and bigger and therefore more difficult to control. By placing
sensors, you can monitor the greenhouse
from behind your computer or smartphone. For example, you can predict
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1 April

1 May

28 May

Crop optimisation everbearers
Last summer, a large number of ever-

everbearers is the very good quality straw-

pattern, but that further fine-tuning is still

bearing trials were carried out on the

berries, with a good taste and fruit size. In

required.

racks at Berry Plaza. Many of these

addition, everbearers can potentially be

trials have been seen by many at the

grown on the rack at a lower cost price

In the planting date trial, Favori mini-tray

Berry Plaza knowledge afternoon in

than the June-bearers.

plants were planted on the racks at three

September. The reason that research is

different times. The first plants were
For this reason, there were three different

planted on April 1, then some on May 1

the 'behavior' of everbearers on the racks

trials on the racks at Berry Plaza this year.

and the last planting was May 28. This

is to gain more fundamental knowledge

These trials looked at different plant types

showed that the gap in production from

in order to be able to grow better ever-

and different plant dates. For example, in

one planting date was compensated by

bearers. There is still a great need for

the plant type trial, different varieties were

a peak in production at another planting

knowledge for the everbearers. This could

used (Bravura, Cantus, Favori and Murano)

date (see figure 2).

include knowledge that is required to

and the origin of the plant was different:

smooth out the production pattern and to

traditionally cooled mini tray, mini trays

In order to gain even more fundamental

grow high-quality strawberries throughout

overwintered cold and warm in the green-

knowledge, the leaf surface of a number

the entire cultivation period. Often, a drop

house and fresh plugs. The cuttings of

of plants was measured several times

in production can be observed between

the fresh plugs were taken under lighting

during cultivation, the growth time from

the 1st and 2nd flush with traditional plant

(December 2019) and taken in the green-

flower to fruit was recorded and the dry

types. In addition, there is a significant

house on March 25. This trial showed that

matter content of both the plant and

knowledge gap compared to June-

a number of interesting steps have already

the fruit was measured at different times

bearers. The advantage of continuous

been taken towards a flatter production

during the cultivation. You can hear the

Production per M1 (grams)

conducted every year at Berry Plaza into

800

results of this trial at the ISFC, which will

700

be held in June next year.

600
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Would you like to know more
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about this research:
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Fundamental knowledge
everbearers?
Visit the ISFC in June 2021

May 1th
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figure: Production development Favori (with different planting dates and average production)
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Resilient tray plant cultivation
High-quality plant material is the basis of
every cultivation. Control of Phytophthora

Trial resilient tray plant cultivation
2019

by means of a trial planting in 2020.

As a result of this development, trials

Last year’s strategy trial showed that a

cactorum in plant propagation has been

have been started at Berry Plaza towards

number of applied and tested strategies

a point of discussion in recent years, due

resilient plant propagation. In the tray

scored fairly similar to the chemical refer-

plant cultivation of 2019, a first trial took

ence when looking at the infection rate

to the disappearance or limitation of the

place at Berry Plaza. In this trial, Elsanta

when cutting the plants before packaging.

frequency of application of crop protection

tray plants were grown applying various

This was later also seen in the production

IPM strategies (including a Delphy IPM

phase where these strategies showed a

products. This means that a step must be

scheme), chemical referent (in accord-

comparable production and failure rate as

made towards Integrated Pest Manage-

ance with NL 2019 permit) and an

the chemically treated object. A number of

untreated object. During the tray plant

objects were completely organically ferti-

ment (IPM) in the tray field and the focus

cultivation, traces of Phytophthora were

lized. This resulted in interesting insights,

is not only on “combating”, but on making

also poured on to simulate the presence

but with the knowledge and experience

of disease pressure. The plant develop-

from the trial, fully organic fertilization

plant cultivation more resilient. Knowledge

ment, the degree of Phytophthora infec-

cannot yet be applied in practice. Despite

is needed to achieve this.

tion in the tray field were examined and

the limited presence of Phytophthora in

the potential of the objects was examined

the trial, this provided interesting insights.
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Strategy trial resilient tray plant
propagation 2020

objects treated with PlantoSys SalicylPuur

production or that it will produce less. In

+ chemistry and Napagrow were the

2021, almost all objects will be planted in

In 2020 a second trial was started with

best. These plants had the best roots and

the greenhouse and it will be examined

various strategies tested, including an

the most vital crop. Where some objects

whether differences in production and

untreated, chemical reference (in accord-

already showed more aging or brown

loss can be observed. Flower and plant

ance with the NL 2018 approvals) and

coloring roots, these objects still had a

counts will also be carried out.

strategies of various affiliated parties. This

fresh green color and many white roots.

time applied in the variety Sonata. Where

The assessments of the rhizomes showed

last year a number of objects were fully

that the untreated object was the most

organically fertilized, this year there were

heavily contaminated (see figure). Statis-

a number of objects in hybrid form. This

tical research showed that the PlantoSys

Would you like to know more

means that in addition to organic ferti-

SalicylPure with* and without chemistry,

about this research:

lizers, mineral fertilizers were applied.

the DCM and the Delphy IPM strategy* did

Contact Delphy ISFC or your

During the cultivation period, an infection

not differ significantly from the chemical

consultant

moment was simulated several times on

reference, although these objects have a

the tray field and visual assessments were

slightly higher average infection rate.

made. The infection rate was assessed
before the plants from both experiments

*Chemistry has been used in these strat-

were packed. The rhizome was assessed

egies in accordance with the 2020 permit.

for the presence of Phytophthora.
The presence of Phytophthora does not
The visual assessments showed the

Infection rate

100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
%

immediately mean that the plant will fail

C
BC

A

A

AB

AB

A

Chemical
reference

PlantoSys
SalicylPuur *

PlantoSys
SalicylPuur

DCM

Delphy IPM*

Napagro

Untreated

0,199164345

0,252089136

0,302228412

0,417827298

0,446796657

0,770194986

1

Infection rate trial. Untreated is considered as 100%.
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Strategie Delphy ‘25:
what does that mean for you?
V KLAAS WALRAVEN, SOFT FRUIT MANAGER
E K.WALRAVEN@DELPHY.NL, M 0031 (0)6-10986344

Delphy ‘25 is the strategic program that will give
direction to our company over the next five years,
including the strawberry and soft fruit team. The
themes that you will notice the most are research and
innovation, digitization and all expertise.
RESEARCH AND INNOVATION
A very tangible theme, because in November 2020 construction started on our own research location soft
fruit in Horst. We will be planting the first strawberry plants on the racks in March 2021. The start of our own
research location means that our activities at Peter Lemmen's company in Egchel will stop. We have been able
to use the facilities here to our full satisfaction for four years. We thank them for the very pleasant cooperation!
From the new research location, we are establishing a connection between knowledge development and the
international soft fruit sector. As a customer you can follow the developments on location by attending events
or through various forms of communication. Through this, we strengthen the cooperation and interaction
between our customers, consultants and knowledge development.
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In theme-oriented studies, we link a specialized consultant/

ALL EXPERTISE

researcher to the study. An example: at ‘Next Generation

What's in a name? “All Expertise” is the most comprehensive

Growing’, a cultivation specialist in climate and energy will provide

theme that concerns cross-team specialisms. The most discussed

cultivation support. This way you can make optimal use of the

topic is water. Water is also a point of discussion in the cultiva-

knowledge of our crop consultants.

tion of soft fruit. For two years in a row there has been a threat
of water shortage in the crops. And there has certainly been a

DIGITIZATION

shortage of good irrigation water. Not all alternative sources

A few years ago I once said that our competition is not from

turned out to be equally suitable. The problems surrounding the

the Netherlands, but that it is behind the computer. This picture

re-use and disinfection of drain water within the company will

comes close from the autonomous greenhouse challenge of the

certainly receive attention in the new research location.

WUR. Delphy was one of the five finalists for two consecutive
years. Most of the other finalists were software companies!

Other themes are lighting, NGG (Next Generation Growing),
plant resistance, fertilization and cooling. By bundling and sharing

The cultivation engineers of Delphy Digital maintain close contact

knowledge and experience across the crop teams, Delphy culti-

with the cultivation advisers so that the developments in QMS and

vation advisers strengthen and broaden their knowledge. If you

in digital advice can be accelerated. QMS comprises modules with

have specific questions, you can expect these specialists at your

which, for example, the growth hours and cold hours are calcu-

company in the future!

lated, but also the energy balance of the plant. Digital advice is an
the advisory visit can also be done remotely. It may well be that in

STRATEGY DELPHY ‘25 IS IN LINE WITH OUR
CUSTOMERS

the near future a company visit will take place not only on location

The Delphy ‘25 Strategy focuses on developments in the sector

but also remotely. The first experiences have already been gained

and therefore also on your company. If you would like to know

by the corona time. And as it turns out, contact is often more

how this can work for your company, please contact one of our

intensive than before, especially at international companies.

advisors or researchers.

environment in which the advisory visit report is made, but where

Knowledge

Knowledge
Development
Knowledge
Implementation

Partners
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Fair News: The sector is bringing you up to speed!
ABAB
In this day and age, entrepreneurship is more than ever about

ABZ Seeds
New strawberry F1 ‘Soraya’ for greenhouse cultivation

looking positively at the future and daring to manage it. It is
important to keep talking about this. With other entrepreneurs
and with specialists. Our advisers are happy to think along with
you and hold up a mirror to you. They advise you not only about
your finances, but also about all kinds of aspects related to your
business operations.

For more information, go to https://www.abab.nl/en

Beekenkamp
BKV has a new 12-hole strawberry tray. A mobile platform moves

With the introduction of the tasty strawberry F1 ‘Soraya’, ABZ

over a rail system above the strawberry plants. Automation

Seeds is responding to two developments in the market: growth

for trimming, spraying and other crop operations is perfectly

of the glasshouse area in summer and winter and increasing sales

possible. BKV works together with GeGe Machinebouw and

through the retail channels. With the everbearing strawberry F1

Meteor. With BKV, other trays can also be developed for this

‘Soraya’ it is now possible to produce a year round strawberry in a

system! Art.7312

sustainable way with a good shelf life.
For an appealing presentation ABZ Seeds has had a beautiful label
developed, which refers to the Persian origin of the name ‘Soraya’.
Curious? Strawberry F1 ‘Soraya’ can be viewed this winter in the
demo cultivation at Proeftuin Zwaagdijk. For an appointment,
please call ABZ Seeds: 0228-515 280.

https://www.abz-strawberry.nl/en

Biolchim
Biolchim is a leading manufacturer of biostimulants, specialties
BKV has a 34-hole strawberry tray, cup volume 85 cc for plugs,

and trace elements for strawberries and other horticultural crops.

also called “Misted tip”. This tray has high legs. The roots never

Thanks to it's extensive research Biolchim develops constantly

touch the ground. The 34-hole tray has 2 heights, measured from

innovative solutions to improve yield and quality of horticultural

the plant cup to the ground: 35MM and 55MM. Art.7534

crops. Many growers are familiar with products such as Nov@,
Folicist, Fylloton, Bergreen, Kelpak and other biostimulants.

https://www.beekenkamp.nl/verpakkingen/en/
https://www.biolchim.de/
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Fruit Security
THE TUNNEL FOIL WITH THE BEST LIGHT DISTRIBUTION!

In the photo, the different foils are exposed with a laser to

Construction partners new research site
Our new location is being realized in collaboration with

https://traycon.nl/

www.cogasclimatecontrol.eu/

www.glassconstructions.eu/

www.meteorsystems.nl/en/

BVB

demonstrate the light distribution.

VB ACCRETIO IS SAFE TO USE IN STRAWBERRY CULTIVATION

To the left is clear foil (E2118). Clear direct radiation can be seen.

During a Strawberry Research at Proefcentrum Hoogstraten we

On the right the common diffuse foil with a clear core in the light

tested in a nine month research 3 different mixes (BVB Accre-

(E2119).

tio-Coir 50/50, Coir 100% and Sod Peat 100%) in trays with the

In the middle of the light radiation is completely broken open

Elsanta variety. All plants were watered and treated the same and

with the Diamond foil (E2143).

grew under the exact same conditions throughout the entire trial.
During the research period, no significant differences in plant

Do you want more information?

loss, harvest, quality & quantity were discovered. BVB Accretio

Please contact FruitSecurity Holland: 0318301731.

is a proven stable material that can safely be used in long-term
strawberry growing.

https://www.fruitsecurityholland.com/en/

Dutch Weighing Company
DWC has many years of experience in smart and accurate
weighing and checking of strawberries and soft fruit, among
other things. With our hardware and software we are able to
increase the efficiency within your company and reduce the
'give away' to a minimum. DWC has a wide range of solutions, even when it is difficult or unprofitable to automate. In
combination with the YES managementsystem, the packaging
machine, the labeling system and the checkweigher, DWC can
deliver a total solution.

https://dutchweighingcompany.com/en/

https://www.bvb-substrates.nl/en/segments/soft-fruits/
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Growpro / Soft Solutions
GROWPRO (HARVEST AND LABOUR REGISTRATION)

Herkuplast
NEW TRAYS AT HERKUPLAST

GrowPro automates your harvest and time registration, and
simplifies your administration. The system is equipped with the
latest techniques and reliable equipment.
GrowPro is available online and you can follow the current
harvest data! This means you are always kept informed of what
is going on at your company. So whether it concerns the performance of the employees, the yields of the locations or the time
registration for salary processing.
We would be happy to visit you for a free demo!

HerkuPlast is expanding the range of soft fruit trays with several
https://www.growpro.nl/?culture=en / info@growpro.nl

models for paperpots, also used for propagation of soft fruit.
HerkuPlast has a program of trays especially for paperpots with
a cell size of 15 mm. (including blueberries) up to 80 mm. To

Haifa

prevent diseases, cultivation is often done separately from the
Haifa GrowClean
Low-sodium phosphate fertilizer with cleaning
effect. This fertilizer keeps the watering system
clean, ensures a more even water delivery per
plant and a more efficient use of nutrients.

ground; this can be done with racks or trays on pots. HerkuPlast
has found the solution by providing its trays with legs that hold
the trays 10 to 20 mm. from the bottom. The results in the last
10 years have been very successful. The last new tray is a Danish
size 84 holes with a base of 15 mm.

Advantages: cleans your watering system, prevents mineral
deposits. Therefore indirect effects against organic pollution. All
elements come and remain in solution. Can be added directly to
the fertilizer container.
www.herkuplast.com

Haifa Multi-K Reci

Idris

Low-sodium potassium nitrate fertilizer with a

Idris Ltd. distributes CIV strawberry varieties in NW Europe. As a

guaranteed maximum sodium content. Sodium

versatile family team, we connect growers, nurseries, breeding

accumulates in recirculating systems. Spraying

and marketing. We also offer a wide after sales service. Currently,

can be limited by using low-sodium fertilizers.

interesting varieties are emerging from the CIV breeding

There is a much lower chance of high sodium levels in the

program. Besides our established expertise with the ever-bearers

nutrient water. You will also save on fertilizer costs.

MURANO*, ANIA®, CANTUS®, and June-bearers SIBILLA*
and LYCIA®, new high potential selections are CIVRH295 and

If you would like to discuss the benefits for you, please feel free

CIVRH510 as day-neutrals and CIVH725 and CIVH413 as June-

to contact your Haifa advisor: Willem-Jan de Kort (+31 651 564

bearers. For more info, contact and news, check out our website.

295) or Willem-Jan.de.Kort@haifa-group.com.

https://www.haifa-group.com/

www.strawberries.eu.com
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Hortiworld
SUSTAINABLE AND INNOVATIVE

ICL

Hortiworld is an international producer of cultivation-supporting

The new generation of Osmocote: Small grain, big impact

machines for soft fruit such as strawberries. Thanks to our flexible

Meet the new generation of controlled release fertilizers: Osmo-

and modular approach, we are able to adapt our products to

cote 5. The future of stronger, healthier strawberry plants is in

the wishes of the customer. For example, we have developed

every little grain. With ingenious OTEA system and brand new

an overcroptrolley with which you, as a strawberry grower, can

NutriMatch Release technology, growers get access to an

simplify your cutting activities. In addition, Hortiworld has a

advanced level of fertilizers. The result? Exceptional plant health,

window washer, a Scissor Slider and various harvest trolleys in its

release of nutrients that perfectly matches the needs of your tray

range. See you on the Strawberry Day 2021.

plants and an optimal yield. Would you like to know what the
impact of Osmocote 5 is on your strawberry cultivation?

https://www.hortiworld.eu/
www.kleinekorrelgroteimpact.nl

Limgroup
NEW VARIETY LIMGROUP

Roamtechnology

For many years Limgroup has been testing a June bearer, espe-

Roam Technology creates effective, durable and chlorine-free

cially for the autumn cultivation. The introduction of this variety

disinfection solutions for various application areas. As an expe-

will be at the Aardbeien Demodag September the 3rd 2021.

rienced hygiene partner, we supply high-quality products with

LIMALEXIA

customized service.

All plant types are available at Aardbei Extra, Agronom Pant,
Beeren Plantproducts, Coviro, Van den Elzen Plants, Thwan

Our stabilized hydrogen peroxide disinfectant Huwa-San TR-50 is

van Gennip, Plantenkwekerij De Kemp, Kreage Beerenpflanzen,

used in greenhouse horticulture and soft fruit cultivation for water

Neessen and Rapo.

and surface disinfection. The product prevents and removes

LIMVALNERA

blockages in and biofilm from you water system, enabling your

The plant propagators are Coviro, Cuna de Platero, Rapo and

crops to grow in optimal conditions.

Viveros Campiñas.

www.limgroup.eu

https://www.roamtechnology.com/en/huwa-san-for-horticulture/
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Tessara

Thwan van Gennip

Berrisys is a laminated plastic, dual release, sulfur dioxide generating sheet designed to protect blueberries already packed in
sealed units such as clamshell or heat sealed punnets.
Berrisys is manufactured on the same principles as Uvasys. Its
function is to protect blueberries that are transported and stored,
from post-harvest fungal decay, particularly the devastation
caused by Botrytis cinerea fungus (grey mould / mold)

www.tessara.co.za

Legro

Thwan van Gennip BV, your specialist in propagation of blackberry, raspberry, strawberry and asparagus plants.
In addition to the varieties you are used from us, we also have
new varieties for 2021. For example: Sybilla, Lycia, Cantus, Malling
Vitality, Limalexia and Arabella. We have XL trays available as well
as minitrays. Please contact us about the possibilities (sales@
thwanvangennip.nl).
In 2021 we will start with the cultivation of a new blackberry
variety: Sweet Royalla. Some characteristics: tasty fruits, good
shelf life and a productive variety.
Soon more about this!

http://www.thwanvangennip.nl/en/home-en.html

As a professional, you know better than anyone what your soft
fruit crop needs. Our job is to give you exactly what you know
they require. With almost 100 years of experience and our continuous product development, we can create a bespoke blend that
will be perfect for your situation.
In case you would like to discuss this with one of our Sales
representatives, please contact us by +31 88 0081800 or send an
email to salessupport@legrogroup.com

Vissers Aardbeiplanten
NEW STRAWBERRY VARIETIES AT VISSERS PLANT INNOVATORS
In 2021 we have included the following new varieties in our
delivery program:
Rendezvous* (Earlier than Clery)
Francesca* (just as early as Clery)
Lauretta* (2 days earlier than Elsanta)
Lola* (equivalent to Elegance)
Silvia* (10 days later than Elsanta)
We invite you to test some of these new varieties yourself. In addition, the varieties Cory® “P241102”* and Destiny® “P061105”* have

https://www.legro.nl/en/

proven themselves over the past year.

www.vissers.com
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Van der Knaap

Traycon
TRAYCON PROJECTEN BV

From strawberries and raspberries to blueberries; Van der Knaap
has a solution for every soft fruit cultivation. A good substrate is the
basis for the growth and development of the crop. Together with
our customers, we develop sustainable and high-quality rooting and
growing media which are tailored to the needs of soft fruit growers.
Our R&D department has trial greenhouses and a modern laboratory where new and existing substrates are continuously developed
and optimized.

https://www.vanderknaap.info/en/

Van den Elzen
Van den Elzen Plants is Flevo Berry Concept® partner. This
program brings us healthy varieties! In the June bearing varieties
Sonsation has shown its power on size and taste. Next to Sonsation the new variety Falco is coming up. Falco is also strong on
Phytophthora Cactorum and produces big firm fruits with a good
taste and shelf life, very promising for the summer period. In the
everbearing assortment next to the important variety Favori we
have the new very productive variety Hademar available.
Van den Elzen is also producing raspberry plug plants and long
canes from several varieties.

The Traycon post setter optimizes the setting of racks in fruit
growing. This machine sets three poles at the same time. Thanks
to the combination of GPS, laser and a line laser, this machine
puts the posts in a straight line and at the desired height. This
machine can also drive all currently known piles and anchors.
Traycon Projecten thinks along with the grower and his plants,
with for example drainage on concrete paths and the use of a
lava or basalt tray field. Traycon Projects provides an optimal,
stable floor in any weather condition.
Traycon Projects is always busy with innovation!

https://traycon.nl
https://www.vandenelzenplants.com/en/
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ZHE
MECHANICAL WEED CONTROL?

Viscon
ALL IN ONE CONCEPT: HIGH SPEED CHECK WEIGHING

Soft fruit handling is a delicate matter. With the Check Weighing
Line from Viscon, various soft fruits are weighed and packed
accurately, quickly and with care. This special weighing line,
suitable for manual or automatic feeding, has multiple correction
positions and is simple, efficient and cost-effective. As a turn-key
specialist, Viscon supplies automation for sorting, weighing, packaging and palletizing, as well as all additional handling of crates,
boxes, trays and pallets.

www.visconfreshproduce.com

If you are looking for alternative mechanical weed control,
ZHE is the right place for you. The Rinieri Bio Dynamic line can
be equipped with a hoe/finger weeder set as well as a ribbon
mower set. With the hoe/finger weeder set the weeds can easily
be removed, so that the weeds perish quickly. This can be done
on flat surfaces as well as on backs. In addition, you can replace
the hoe set on the same frame with a ribbon mower that allows
you to cut away storage and weeds without leaving damage to
the plant.

https://fruitteeltmaaier.nl/
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More information about the program and structure
of the demo day will follow in the course of 2021.
Location: Limgroup

www.zlto.nl/aardbeiendemodag

Worldwide Expertise for Food & Flowers

Introduction
to Strawberry
Cultivation
(upgrade your
strawberry
production)

Strawberry cultivation is increasingly important
in horticulture worldwide. With the expertise
of consultants of Delphy this course will provide knowledge and skills to upgrade your
strawberry production. The participants are
international, (relatively) new in strawberry cultivation and are active in middle of upper layer
of management.
During this three-day intensive course physiology and strawberry cultivation production,
mainly in greenhouse but also in tunnel- and
table top, will be highlighted.
Field trips to relevant companies are part of
the course.
The outline is a proposed outline and will be
adjusted for each group of participants to fully
meet their demands.

Why train your staff
(or yourself)?
Programme
Strawberry cultivation & Plant morphology
Plant physiology & Climate
Irrigation, fertilizer & pest diseases
Fieldtrips

Interested?
Arlet Dechering, Senior Trainer Horticulture
E a.dechering@delphy.nl
W delphy.nl/training

www.delphy.nl

Colophon

Agenda

Delphy ISFC Magazine is published by
Delphy B.V.

Dutch Strawberry Day 2021
29 June 2021
International Soft Fruit Conference
30 June 2021
Fieldtrip, incl. visit new location
1 July 2021

Vacancy
Delphy soft fruit consultant
You will use your cultivation knowledge, together with that of other Delphy experts, in such
a way that our customers, strawberry growers and soft fruit growers can derive added value
from it. You apply knowledge in the field of plant development, production, cultivation and
application of technology. You are the source of information for entrepreneurs in the soft

Design
Zodan, www.zodan.nl
Final editing
Zodan, www.zodan.nl
Spread to
Relations of Delphy

Information
• zachtfruit@delphy.nl
• Soft fruit cultivation / courses /
newsletters:
softfruit@delphy.nl
• Strawberry Day / ISFC / Fieldtrip:
isfc@delphy.nl
• Trials / new research location /
partnership:
b.jongenelen@delphy.nl
Contact
Delphy
Expeditiestraat 16A
5961 PX Horst
The Netherlands
T 077-3987500

fruit sector. Your focus is on entrepreneurs in the Netherlands and Germany. You will work
closely with our researchers at the new high tech soft fruit Delphy research centre in Horst!
https://delphy.nl/vacancies/adviseur-aardbeien-en-zachtfruit/

Nothing from this magazine is allowed to
be copied or made public without permission from Delphy on websites, printed
matters or other media.

